2021 SECOND QUARTER OUTLOOK
Consumers Are Ready for Reopening
People around the globe are being vaccinated and there is a light at the end of
the tunnel, driving stock investors’ enthusiasm. With Congress passing a $1.9
trillion coronavirus relief bill, consumers will have more spending power.

At-a-Glance
Both economists and
investors are optimistic as
the world population is
being vaccinated.
Savings rates in the United
States hit all-time highs and
remain elevated, so when
the restrictions are lifted,
consumers may be ready to
spend.
The stock market is
forward-looking and much
of this optimism may
already be factored in.
Risks remain elevated as
bond investors are driving
up bond yields, which
increase borrowing costs
for corporations and hurt
stocks, especially
technology stocks.
We continue to recommend
diversifying across and
within asset classes, along
with a focus on long-term
objectives and not getting
caught up in day-to-day
fluctuations and noise.

Overview
We all saw what government stimulus did to equity markets in 2009 and now
2020, so there is reason to be hopeful. Unfortunately, the government and central
bank’s help can’t get workers back to work during a pandemic. Of the over 20
million jobs lost since the pandemic, only roughly half have been recovered. The
good news is this could change soon as many parts of the country ease social
distancing restrictions.
Further adding to optimism, households in the upper tax brackets have been
saving money and those in the lower brackets are also about to have more to
spend. But stock markets are forward-looking, and already trading at all-time
highs, so how much of this optimism is already included in the price of these
stocks?
In past outlooks, we have written a lot about high valuations which remain today.
Stocks are trading at high prices relative to their earnings, suggesting much of
this relief package and reopening is reflected in stock prices. This recovery is
virus-dependent, creating unique risks like the risk of virus variants wreaking
more havoc on mankind and economies. Additionally, bond investors are very
aware that consumers are about to spend a lot more money as restrictions ease.
These investors have been demanding higher bond yields, sending bond prices
lower and jitters through stock markets as higher borrowing costs are not good
for corporations. They fear the risk of higher inflation.
We have already seen manufacturing input costs rise and it makes sense to see
inflation pick up soon. However, we think the rise in inflation will be somewhat
short-lived and will pass. It is a big risk and we will be watching for signs of
persistent inflation carefully. This fear of inflation may continue to be a headwind
for longer-maturity Treasury bonds. Corporate bonds of both investment grade
and below investment grade varieties are offering relatively low amounts of yields
or compensation over their safer government counterparts, as investors are
expecting few rating agency downgrades and corporate defaults. This makes
them more sensitive to stock fluctuations.
With this economic and market backdrop, we continue to recommend being
diversified across asset classes, sectors and countries and adhering to long-term
risk and return objectives. We too are cautiously optimistic, but we are also aware
of the risks and therefore more balanced in our outlook. Your financial
professional can help you stay on track and keep your sights on your long-term
plans.
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